As a Managed Service Provider (MSP), you’re always looking for ways to simplify processes, increase efficiency, and create more revenue opportunities. Professional Services Automation (PSA) solutions provide a straightforward path toward realizing these outcomes.

TD SYNNEX has identified the industry-leading PSAs and created the connectors needed to increase operational efficiency and ease of use for MSPs. If you’re an ConnectWise or Autotask partner, you can operate your business through a single pane of glass.
End-to-End Integration

Let’s take a look at how you can move your cloud business forward by leveraging StreamOne® PSA Connectors.

- Automatic billing synchronization and invoice creation
- Track your accounts, agreements, and procurement
- Sync your orders from the TD SYNEX product catalog for direct management in the PSA
- Track cloud usage in real time and update seat counts quickly

Moving to automated billing can save days of work over a month, which means the resources previously allocated to billing customers can now be used for other revenue-producing activities.

Setup is easy and doesn’t require any programing. There’s an initial one-time secure credential and communication configuration between the PSA and StreamOne® Ion.

“StreamOne® enabled us to pull all the information together and start managing our customer cloud accounts in one central location. It’s saved us hours of work per month and made a big difference in delivering cloud services for our customers.”

Aaron Harch, CEO, StormWarden
Australia, Philippines and United Kingdom

$50K
Average administrative costs saved with automated billing per year
About StreamOne®

StreamOne® is the foundation of TD SYNNEX's digital business orchestration strategy, putting ecosystem partners in control through data-driven decisions, rich customer insights and solutions aggregation methodology. It addresses the challenges of subscription and consumption-based IT service models and simplifies management of multiple cloud providers in a single platform with out-of-the-box support for AWS, Microsoft and Google.

StreamOne® provides enhanced customer delivery options including white label storefronts and the ability to purchase for your client through a "Buy on Behalf" option. Publish products to your storefront with the pricing, quoting, purchasing, provisioning and billing to make it easy for customers to buy. The StreamOne® Solutions Marketplace provides a portfolio of over 50 Click-to-Run™ solutions across major cloud providers. These pre-configured solutions accelerate time to market at lower costs and higher margins while delivering increased customer value.

“In architecting its StreamOne® EOP, TD SYNNEX is now advantageously positioned to deliver key ecosystem orchestrator success factors.”


Ready to unlock the potential of StreamOne® for your business?

Contact your Cloud sales representation today to schedule a demo or visit tdsynnex.com/StreamOnelon